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Deep learning as part of a family of machine learning methods has been widely
used in a variety of fields, such as image classification, natural language
processing, computer vision, speech recognition, drug design, social networks,
and audio recognition for different real-world applications. Many applications
have demonstrated that the performance of deep learning is remarkable. One of
the first well-known successful examples is that in 2015, Google’s DeepMind
Technologies developed a system that is capable of learning how to play Atari
video games; it turned out that the system, referred as to the AlphaGo system,
had beaten several professional Go players since 2015. It has been predicted
based on the Market Research Future that the global deep learning market is
expected to grow 41 percent from 2017 to 2023, reaching $18 billions.
However, there are several grand challenges in deep learning. They include:
1. Huge data that is expensive and difficult to be labeled and stored.
2. Huge model that is difficult to be optimized.
3. Huge computation that is difficult and expensive.
In the past couple of years, my students and I have been studying adversarial
examples on malicious image and sequential data detection for cybersecurity
research, where deep learning methods fail to those adversarial examples. Such
research has wide applications in natural disaster threat detection and cyber
threat detection. In this research, there are inherent requirements on storing and
transferring huge data across in large-scale networks due to data collected in
large-scale areas. Those distributed network requirements result in several major
issues such as infeasibility of data centralization, long network delay between
two different areas, communication security concerns among areas, privacy
concerns due to data sharing, and unbalance performance. Designing the largescale distributed networks with the careful assessment of its performance for
deep learning in huge data applications has become necessary and very
important in the research.

Optimizing huge models has become very difficult due to the limitation of
computing resources. Thus, because of the huge size of data and the
requirement of deep learning methods, the goal of our research is to develop an
efficient and secure distributed parallel architecture for attack detection and
mitigation in huge-data adversarial examples. It is expected that the proposed
architecture would be evaluated in distributed large-scale networks at multiple
sites through the leveraging of the well-known testbeds (e.g., Chameleon,
CloudLab, other TACC computing resources, as well as campus data centers
and private clouds). As deep learning has a variety of applications and there are
an increasing number of innovative research ideas and experimentations on
huge data, there must be a great deal of opportunities for exploring large-scale
network research on huge data using machine learning or specifically, deep
learning.
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